
NO-NAIL BOXES works for the defence sector
Hazardous materials packed in collapsible plywood boxes? It’s exactly the solution NO-NAIL BOXES has come

up with. This company offers collapsible boxes made from plywood and steel. For more than 55 years, NO-

NAIL BOXES has been sharing its expertise with the defence and security industry. It’s a sector where

discretion and confidentiality are essential.
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Regardless of what needs to be packaged (hazardous materials, high-value products, etc.), NO-NAIL BOXES

evaluates every project and offers customised packaging adapted to its clients’ products.

Army-coloured boxes

NO-NAIL BOXES offers several customisations suited for the defence and security sector, available in a wide

array of colours: RAL + RAL NATO 6014 - 6031 + infrared paint (PIR). Our collapsible boxes can also be

customised with logo printing, pictograms, sequential marking, etc.

Guaranteed discretion

ISO 9001 and 14001 certified, amongst other things, NO-NAIL BOXES holds several credentials in the defence

and security sector. In an industry where discretion and confidentiality are essential, the company works in

the best interest of product development, limiting the disclosure of information to those with a legitimate

need to know. To protect against cyber threats, the company has also implemented cybersecurity measures

to guarantee information safety and data protection.

Products approved by an authorised body

To meet defence and security industry requirements, NO-NAIL BOXES offers accreditation for boxes used to
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transport hazardous materials and products.

More than 50 approved 4DV (plywood box) models are available, some able to hold up to 400 kg of

hazardous material. These boxes comply with the current regulations in effect: ADR for road transport, IATA

for air transport and IMDG for maritime transport.

The company has its own design office, which is responsible for the overall management of a certification

project: research, specifications and production of prototypes that include decoys for drop tests, etc. The

company is equipped with its own drop-test station for evaluating boxes used to ship regulated materials.

The tests are overseen by authorised bodies: IBE, BVT LNE and BAM.
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